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Enhance Healthcare Cybersecurity 
with a Medical NAC

Clinical networks, like any other mission-critical networks, require high security standards. Network 

Access Control (NAC) products are a central part of a comprehensive security solution, ensuring 

authorized access to network resources by users and devices. However, in clinical environments, 

NACs cannot fully function without clinical context. They lack the clinical expertise required to fully 

identify all connected IoT and IoMT devices and leverage that visibility to enforce clinically-driven 

policies.  

First, because many IoT and IoMT devices were not designed to be network-managed, NACs are 

not able to present the necessary detailed information on many connected devices, resulting in 

highly limited network visibility. For similar reasons, NACs cannot perform posture enforcement on 

medical devices, for example to verify updated software versions. Accurate identification of such 

devices requires a clinical specialization that NACs alone lack.  

Furthermore, while NACs enable preventative actions such as limiting a device’s network access, 
they require clear triggers as to when and why they should take such action. These triggers require 

detailed device profiling and behavior analytics that NACs alone cannot offer in a clinical 

environment.  

Finally, devising efficient authorization and segmentation policies in clinical networks through NACs 

require an intimate understanding of devices’ manufacturer-intended workflows, their 

communication patterns, and their functionality in the clinical setting. All of that across numerous 

device manufacturers and models employing proprietary protocols with little to no documentation. 

Without such understanding, administrators cannot create granular policies that restrict anything 

but the devices’ as-intended behavior and protect the clinical network.  
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The Solution 

Medigate has partnered with Cisco to introduce clinical context into NAC security. Medigate fuses 

the knowledge of medical workflows and device behavior and protocols with networking and 

cybersecurity expertise. Its healthcare-dedicated IoT and and IoMT device security platform 

provides comprehensive IoT and IoMT visibility used to devise clinically-driven policies and feed 

them into the Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) for seamless enforcement.  

Medigate empowers Cisco ISE with a complete visibility into all connected IoT and IoMT devices 

that enable the creation of granular device profiles. Its platform also maps all internal and external 

communication of connected devices and detects suspicious activity that can trigger access 

restriction via ISE. Medigate’s researchers leverage the gathered network intelligence to devise 
dACL or SGACL policies tailored to the hospital’s network which are automatically fed into and 
enforced by Cisco ISE. 

How It Works 

Medigate – ISE Integration 

• Medigate’s physical appliance is easily deployed in the network.

• Medigate’s appliance is connected to ISE through Cisco pxGrid (Platform Exchange Grid),
a platform that allows data sharing and connectivity between ISE and Cisco Security

Technical Alliance solutions.

• Through pxGrid, Medigate’s appliance retrieves the relevant session information to populate
its database and sets optimized criteria for on-going data collection.

Enhanced Network Visibility 

• After collecting network traffic, Medigate discovers and fingerprints connected IoT and IoMT

devices using deep packet inspection (DPI) techniques.

• Through integrations with other IT management systems and feeds from external sources,

Medigate also identifies device locations and available patches and updates.

• Medigate’s appliance feeds new device identification into the ISE dashboard, updating its
devices inventory with granular device information and setting accurate device profiles.
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Detection and Prevention 

• Medigate’s appliance analyzes network traffic to monitor network behaviors, examining
network and device protocols and drawing on clinical understanding of devices’ behavior.

• Medigate’s appliance identifies anomalous behaviors and alerts administrators with precise
incident information.

• Administrators can take immediate action against suspicious devices through a variety of

ISE mechanisms, such as quarantine and port shutdown.

Clinical Policy Enforcement 

• Medigate devises clinically-driven policies based on the discovered devices and their

behavior on the network, including specific device policies and network segmentation

policies that group devices by types and functionality.

• Medigate automatically feeds the policies into Cisco ISE in the form of dACLs or SGACLs

via ERS API.

• Cisco ISE enforces the policies based on the precise device profiles.

Clinical Policy Enforcement via ISE: A Walkthrough 

1. Medigate fingerprints connected medical devices and maps all their communications.
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2. Medigate creates dACLs / SGACL based on Medigate’s network visibility capability, which
are then automatically exported to ISE leveraging ERS API.

3. Medigate automatically creates Authorization Profiles, applying these dACLs to ISE-

managed endpoints.
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4. Medigate creates Authorization Policies that match Profiling Policies to Authorization

Profiles.

5. Medigate automatically identifies and pushes asset attributes using pxGrid.
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6. Profiling Policies assign Medigate/Clinical Profiles to ISE endpoints using these Medigate-

generated attributes.

7. The appropriate Authorization Profiles are automatically attached to the medical device

which leads to the policy to be enforced for it.

Redefining Clinical Network Security 

Introducing Medigate into the network allows organizations to maximize their Cisco ISE investment 

and drive efficient, clinically-suited enforcement. Medigate’s plaform, dedicated to secure clinical 
networks, empowers the Cisco ISE with complete visibility into the connected IoT and IoMT 

devices, detects unsual device behavior, and automatically feeds Cisco ISE with pre-defined, 

clinically-driven segmentation and authorization policies that keep the clinical network secure.  
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